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Abstract
The remarkable maneuverability of flying animals results from precise movements of their

highly specialized wings. Bats have evolved an impressive capacity to control their flight, in

large part due to their ability to modulate wing shape, area, and angle of attack through

many independently controlled joints. Bat wings, however, also contain many bones and

relatively large muscles, and thus the ratio of bats’ wing mass to their body mass is larger

than it is for all other extant flyers. Although the inertia in bat wings would typically be associ-

ated with decreased aerial maneuverability, we show that bat maneuvers challenge this

notion. We use a model-based tracking algorithm to measure the wing and body kinematics

of bats performing complex aerial rotations. Using a minimal model of a bat with only six

degrees of kinematic freedom, we show that bats can perform body rolls by selectively

retracting one wing during the flapping cycle. We also show that this maneuver does not

rely on aerodynamic forces, and furthermore that a fruit fly, with nearly massless wings,

would not exhibit this effect. Similar results are shown for a pitching maneuver. Finally, we

combine high-resolution kinematics of wing and body movements during landing and falling

maneuvers with a 52-degree-of-freedom dynamical model of a bat to show that modulation

of wing inertia plays the dominant role in reorienting the bat during landing and falling

maneuvers, with minimal contribution from aerodynamic forces. Bats can, therefore, use

their wings as multifunctional organs, capable of sophisticated aerodynamic and inertial

dynamics not previously observed in other flying animals. This may also have implications

for the control of aerial robotic vehicles.

Author Summary

Bats demonstrate remarkable agility in flight, reorienting from a horizontal flying position
to a heels-over-head roosting position and recovering from aerial stumbles with ease. In
this paper, we demonstrate that bats are able to execute these elegant maneuvers using pri-
marily inertial forces, by controlled articulation of their heavy wings. Video from multiple
high-speed cameras is used to create a digital representation of several flights in which bats
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either land on the ceiling or attempt to land and then recover from the subsequent fall. We
observe that even at low speeds, when aerodynamic forces are likely to be small, the bats
are able to reorient using combinations of asymmetric wing motions. A “minimal model”
of a bat is proposed, which consists of a body and wings able to execute simplified motions.
The dynamics of this minimal bat are then simulated and we are able to show that both
roll and pitching motions, similar to those observed in the videos, can be achieved using
specific sequences of wing motions. To confirm the general predictions of the minimal
model, we simulate a fully articulated wing and body model, using as input the complex
wing articulations measured from a series of 12 flights. We compare the simulated body
orientation with the measured body orientation, finding excellent agreement between the
two and thus supporting the hypothesis that inertial forces and not aerodynamic forces are
largely responsible for these low-speed aerial maneuvers.

Introduction
The ability to effectively maneuver is integral to animal life in natural environments. Most ani-
mals must maneuver throughout their life cycles: capturing prey, escaping from predators,
migrating, foraging, and mating often put stringent demands on motor systems [1,2]. Because
of this, there is strong selective pressure to evolve effective locomotion. Flying animals, in par-
ticular, have evolved a wide array of maneuvering strategies [3–7], and while many studies
have focused on insects and birds, the flight mechanisms employed by the third group of extant
flyers—bats—have historically received far less attention and are less well understood [8].

The relative lack of attention paid to bat flight is surprising. Bats have evolved a particularly
impressive capacity to control their flight and are regarded as highly maneuverable flyers for
their size [9,10]. We suggest that manipulation of inertial dynamics may be an under-appreci-
ated aspect of animal flight control that can be relevant for both flapping and gliding flight, and
could figure importantly in the evolution of powered flight from directed aerial descent. Bats
often maneuver through cluttered environments such as caves or forests [11], and perform
highly acrobatic aerial maneuvers such as landing upside down [12]. Bats’maneuverability
derives, in part, from their capacity to modulate their wing shape using numerous indepen-
dently controlled joints [12,13]. With growing interest in understanding the breadth of perfor-
mance capacities of these animals, studies have begun to probe bats’ sophisticated ability to
manipulate air flow around their wings [14,15].

The dominant roosting position of bats, hanging vertically head-under-heels, requires reori-
entation from the flying position, which is head-above-heels with the vertebral column parallel
to the ground. Consequently, the bats must perform rapid, high-precision, aerial rotations to
orient and attach themselves to their landing target. If they fail to grasp targets, they must per-
form similar aerial rotations to self-right. The need to routinely perform these extreme aerial
maneuvers raises an important question: how do bats generate the necessary forces to reorient
themselves without falling away from their intended landing targets, given that they are not
able to hover upside down? A possible answer is that bats may reorient by differential modula-
tion of the moment of inertia in moving apendages, thereby executing zero-angular-momen-
tum turns.

Inertial reorientation plays an important role in the locomotion of numerous animals. Per-
haps the most famous and well-studied example is falling cats, which reorient inertially to land
on their feet by asymmetrically twisting their bodies [16–18]. Humans also control various
aerial movements, including somersaults and dives, by varying our bodies’moment of inertia
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(e.g., [19]). Numerous other taxa, including lizards, primates, and rodents, inertially maneuver
and reorient by moving various appendages and body segments [20–22]. Inertial reorientation
has also been shown to contribute to certain bird flight maneuvers [23,24].

Bat wings contain many bones and muscles, and consequently, bats possess the heaviest
wings amongst extant flyers, normalized by body mass [25,26]. The mass of the wings, along
with recent observations showing the coupling of trunk movement with wing motion [27], sug-
gest that movement of bat wings may be an effective means of inducing inertial reorientation
during a landing maneuver.

Here, we describe a series of experiments in which we elicited repeated landing and falling
maneuvers from several bats. Using a model-based tracking algorithm [28], we reconstructed
the complex wing kinematics of these maneuvering bats. Using a simple analytical model, we
demonstrate that these kinematics are capable of producing acrobatic landing maneuvers.
Finally, the kinematic data, along with a detailed treatment of the anatomical distribution of
mass in the head, trunk, and wings, are used in a dynamical model that simulates the forces act-
ing on the bat as it lands or falls. From these data and models, we determine the role of wing
inertia during these maneuvers.

Materials and Methods

Bat Flight Measurements
Two species of bats were used in our study: Seba’s short-tailed bats, Carollia perspicillata (three
individuals), and Lesser dog-faced fruit bats, Cynopterus brachyotis (two individuals). All bats
were housed either at the Concord Field Station of Harvard University (C. brachyotis) or at
Brown University (C. perspicillata). We encouraged bat subjects to land repeatedly in a single
location in view of three high-speed cameras by covering the ceiling and walls of a flight corri-
dor (8.3 m × 1.0 m × 2.4 m) with smooth plastic sheets and heavy-duty paper, except for a
small, square landing pad made out of a white mesh (Fig 1). Through training, bats learned to
regularly land on the small area provided by the landing pad. To elicit “failed landing”

Fig 1. Apparatus for motion capture of landing bats. Videos are captured using three high-speed
cameras (A) equipped with 50 mm lenses (C), at a frame rate of 1,000 frames per second. A uniform
background (B) made of heavy-duty paper is placed behind the bat (D) to enhance contrast and visibility. The
landing pad (E) is removed in order to generate a falling-and-recovery maneuver.

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002297.g001
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maneuvers, we modified the landing experiment by removing the landing pad. Bats would
attempt to grasp the missing landing pad and on failure would begin to fall, quickly reorient,
and then fly out of the test area.

Three high-speed cameras (Photron PCI-1024 model 100k) equipped with 50 mm lenses
were placed approximately orthogonally and used to record wing and body kinematics of
maneuvering bats. All videos were recorded at 1,000 frames per second (fps), which allowed us
to acquire between 500 and 1,500 frames per maneuver, or equivalently, between 125–175
frames per wingbeat. We lit the scene using diffuse white light. To further increase lighting and
scene contrast, we covered the walls across from each camera with heavy-duty white paper.

The three-dimensional wing and body kinematics of maneuvering bats were reconstructed
from high-speed video using the method described in [28]. Our model-based tracking system
incorporates a Kalman filter and a priori biomechanical constraints to recover the complex
motions associated with bat flight maneuvers. We use this method to extract six degrees of free-
dom describing a bat’s body position (x, y, and z) and orientation (θ, ψ, and ϕ), 23 joint angles
describing the articulated pose of each of the bat’s wings, and 38 parameters describing the
bat’s geometry (i.e., shoulder and hip positions, body dimensions, and bone lengths). In addi-
tion to recovering kinematics, the Kalman filter technique produces accurate estimates of both
time derivatives and experimental uncertainties.

Using these methods, we elicited repeated landing maneuvers from three Seba’s short-tailed
bats, Carollia perspicillata, and analyzed n = 9 flight sequences, each of which comprised four
to five wingbeats. In addition, we performed video analysis on n = 2 flight sequences performed
by Lesser dog-faced fruit bats, Cynopterus brachyotis, using video data originally recorded by
Riskin et al. [29]. (Note: Riskin et al. [29] did not measure wing kinematics. Here, we have
reanalyzed the raw video obtained for that study to quantify wing and body motion from two
of those trials. Note that the definition of Euler angles used to specify the orientation of the bat
differ between the current work and Riskin et al. [29].)

To determine the role inertial changes play in a bat’s control of flight maneuvers, we mea-
sured the distribution of mass of the bat’s wing and body as in [30]. The right wing of previ-
ously deceased bat specimens was dissected and each of 32 constituent fragments was weighed
with a resolution of 0.001 g (see S1 and S2 Tables for a summary of the mass distribution).

Model System Computations
To test the hypothesis that inertial changes due to wing movements can result in the reorienta-
tion of the bat’s body, we introduce two numerical models of a maneuvering bat. The first
model is a highly simplified “minimal model” that captures the key kinematic properties for
maneuvering. Our minimal bat comprises a rigid trunk and head with moment of inertia along
the roll axis defined by Ib. The minimal bat has two rectangular wings with equal masses,Mw

(here, and elsewhere, subscript “w” denotes a property of the wing). For simplicity, the flapping
axis of the wings is assumed to be the same as the body longitudinal axis of rotation. In addition
to flapping up and down, each wing can be independently extended or withdrawn, indicated by
the parameter el and er for the left and right wings, respectively. When each wing is fully
extended (er = el = 1), they have equal wingspan, s, chord, c, and moment of inertia (taken about
the wing joint), Iw. The model also allows for each wing to be protracted or retracted, quantified
by the angles θr and θl. We restrict our investigation to wingbeats with a stroke plane perpendic-
ular to the bat’s longitudinal axis and with left-right symmetric stroke angles ϕl(t) = ϕr(t) =
ϕw(t). The minimal model is implemented in MATLAB using standard simulations techniques.

In addition to the minimal model, we have also developed a “detailed dynamical model”
that can mimic the full complexity of the observed kinematics and is capable of simulating full
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inertial dynamics. The model simulates a bat as an articulated rigid body in complete analog to
the tracked maneuvering kinematics. We connect the 14 bones in each of the bat’s wings (S1
Fig) and model the system as follows: The bat’s head and torso are modeled as rigidly attached
ellipsoids of uniform density (S1 Table) and with three translational and three rotational
degrees of freedom (described by x−y−z and Euler angles roll, pitch, and yaw: ψ, θ, ϕ). The
humerus is connected to the torso at the shoulder with a joint that has 3 rotational degrees of
freedom. The forearm is connected to the end of the humerus with an elbow joint that has one
rotational degree of freedom. The wrist is connected to the end of the forearm and modeled as
a point mass. Both C. perspicillata and C. brachyotis have a short thumb that contains little
mass. The second finger is fused to the third finger and is modeled as a single finger. The carpo-
metacarpal joint connecting each finger to the wrist has three degrees of freedom. Each meta-
carpophalangeal and interphalangeal joint has a single degree of freedom. The femur is
attached to the torso with a hip joint having three degrees of freedom. Lastly, the tibia is
attached to the femur with a joint containing a single degree of freedom. We modeled all of the
bones as thin rods of uniform density with mass determined from a dissection of a representa-
tive individual of each species (S2 Table). We treat the wing membrane skin as massless (S2
Table). In sum, we model a total of 52 degrees of freedom (six for the body + 23 for each wing).

To solve for the orientation changes associated with wing motions, we prescribe the wing
kinematics (obtained from the measurements described above) and solve a recursive Newton-
Euler algorithm, standard for simulating the motion of rigid body mechanics [32]. The dynam-
ics of this model can be written as:

MðqÞ€q þCðq; _qÞ ¼ ti þ text; ð1Þ
where τi is the vector of generalized torques exerted by the bat to adjust each wing joint, τext is
the vector of generalized external torques and forces (i.e., aerodynamics). In this work, we only
consider inertial motions (τext = 0). The generalized position vector q parametrizes the 52
degrees of freedom of the bat.M(q) and Cðq; _qÞ are the system mass matrix and Coriolis matrix,
respectively. These quantities are determined by the bat’s morphology and motion, as deter-
mined from the kinematic tracking (S2 and S1 Figs). The system of equations is solved in a cus-
tom-written Python code, using standard numerical techniques.

All experiments were conducted with the approval and under the oversight of the Brown
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Data and simulation codes
are available from the Dryad Digital Repository, http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.21qs5 [31].

Results and Discussion
In Fig 2 we show a sequence of still images from a sample video (S1 Video) of a landing and
subsequent righting maneuver performed by C. perspicillata. Immediately below each frame is
the corresponding digital representation of the bat reconstructed from our digitizing proce-
dure. Qualitatively, we found that both landing and righting maneuvers are highly stereotyped
and that the wing and body kinematics of bats are quite similar across flight sequences for each
species. This is consistent with a previous study of three bat species, including the two species
of this study, that observed low within-species variation in both landing kinematics and ceiling
impact forces generated during landing, although the two species differed in details of landing
strategy [29]. In the following discussion, we analyze these maneuvers with focus on a single
flight sequence performed by C. perspicillata. We then demonstrate that the mechanisms we
identify can be used to explain each maneuver in our dataset.

The kinematics of the body are represented by the x−, y−, and z− coordinates of the trunk
and the three Euler angles: roll, ψ, pitch, θ, and yaw, ϕ, (Fig 3) [33]. The wing kinematics are
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fully described by the angles of each joint (S2 Fig), but can be conveniently parameterized
using only three variables for each wing: the wing extension, er,l, the ratio of the instantaneous
to maximum span; stroke angle, ϕr,l; and protraction-retraction angle, ϕr,l (Fig 3). The sub-
scripts refer to the left and right wings, respectively. The reduced wing variables, ϕl, ϕr, θl, and
θr are distinct from the body Euler angles, ϕ and θ, which do not have subscripts. We employ
this notation to maintain consistency with existing flight mechanics and flapping flight
literature.

During the first 0.25 seconds of the flight sequence, the bat flies upwards towards the ceiling
with steady orientation, θ� 60°, ψ� 0°, and ϕ� −120°, and employs a left-right symmetric
wingbeat (Fig 3). It then enters a period of maneuvering, t� 0.25–0.5 sec., during which we
observe changes along all three orientation axes, which are accompanied by substantial asym-
metries in wing kinematics. During the landing portion of the flight sequence, 0.25 s<t<0.4 s,
the bat transitions from a flying pose to a roosting pose, with its longitudinal axis pointed
nearly vertical and its feet reaching into the air. During successful landings, the bat catches a
landing target with its feet and comes to rest. When the bat fails to catch the landing target, as
occurs in this particular sequence, the bat executes a righting maneuver and transitions back to
a flying posture with the body axis oriented parallel to the ground.

During the portion of the flight sequence with the largest body reorientation, 0.25<t<0.45, the
wing movements show substantial deviations from the simple symmetrical flapping characteristic
of forward flight. First, the wings slow down, as evidenced by the reduced wingbeat frequency
(Fig 3). As the body pitch changes, the bat’s wings are retracted during upstroke and protracted
during downstroke (0.3 s<t<0.45 s). Finally, during the downstroke, at 0.25 s<t<0.30 s, the bat’s
right wing is more extended than the left wing as body roll and yaw change.

Minimal Model Simulations
Motivated by the kinematics observed during landings of C. perspicillata, we use our minimal
model to first consider changes in a bat body’s roll angle, ψ, as a result of time-varying

Fig 2. Bats rapidly reorient their bodies during landing. (Above) Selected images from high-speed recordings of C. perspicillata executing a landing
maneuver and, upon failing to find a landing site, executing a righting maneuver. (Below) Corresponding 3-D reconstruction of the 52-degree-of-freedom
flight kinematics. The images from left to right correspond to t = 0.185 s, 0.26 s, 0.335 s, 0.41 s, and 0.485 s (also, see Fig 3). To give a sense of scale,C.
perspicillata have a characteristic tip-to-tip wingspan of approximately 30 cm. Tracked video data available in file tracked_data.zip from the Dryad Digital
Repository, http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.21qs5 [31].

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002297.g002
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asymmetry in wing extension, el 6¼ er. For simplicity, and since we are interested in the dynam-
ics of reorientation, we hold the position of the body constant in space. Furthermore, we
require the yaw angle to remain constant. Although these constraints are somewhat restrictive,
they have the advantage that the body dynamics simplify greatly and provide valuable physical
insight. The Lagrangian, L, that represents the system dynamics can be written as:

L ¼ 1

2
Ip _y

2 þ 1

2
Ib _c

2 þ 1

2
e2r Iwð _�w þ _cÞ2 þ 1

2
e2l Iwð _�w � _cÞ2 � V ; ð2Þ

where the parameters are all as described earlier, with the addition of Ip, which represents the
moment of inertia in the pitching axis. The five terms in the equation correspond, respectively,
to the kinetic energy of the body due to pitch and roll, the kinetic energy of the right and left
wings, and the gravitational potential energy of the wing-body system. The equation of motion
for the roll angle, ψ, follows directly from the Lagrangian, L, and is given by:

d
dt

ð _c þ ðe2l þ e2r ÞI� _c þ ðe2r � e2l ÞI� _�wÞ ¼ te �
1

Ib

@V
@c

; ð3Þ

where I� = Iw / Ib, and τe is the external (aerodynamic) torque acting on the bat, normalized by

Fig 3. Changes to a landing bat’s body orientation, roll,ψ, pitch, θ, and yaw, ϕ, are prompted by
pronounced changes in its wing kinematics. The top two frames indicate body orientation and angular
velocity (about body-fixed axes). The lower three frames show simplified wing kinematics: instantaneous
wing extension, e, wing stroke angle, ϕw, and protraction-retraction angle, θw. The departure from symmetric
left-right wing motion coincides with changes in the body orientation. The five moments in time indicated by
dashed vertical lines correspond to the images shown in Fig 2.

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002297.g003
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the body moment of inertia, Ib. Note that the equation does not depend on the pitch angle and
that the last term in Eq 3, representing the torque due to gravity, is very small and contributes
negligibly to roll dynamics.

To obtain an approximate estimate of the effect of aerodynamic forces, τe, during this
maneuver, we use a simple quasi-steady drag model (e.g., [34]). For this case, the aerodynamic
force, Fe, on each wing is approximated as:

Fe ¼
4Cd

3
� 1
2
rf v

2�c�s; ð4Þ

where Cd is the drag coefficient of the wing, ρf is the fluid density, �c is the average chord length
of the wing, �s is the base to tip span of the bat wing, and v is the instantaneous velocity of the
wing’s centroid. The factor of 4/3 arises from the analysis and is necessary to account for the
fact that the wing tip moves faster than the centroid and contributes more to the aerodynamic
drag. Following [34], the effect of the external torque, τe, can then be explicitly written as:

te ¼ �C�ðð _c � _�wÞj _c � _�wje4l þ ð _c þ _�wÞj _c þ _�wje4r Þ; ð5Þ

where C� � ðrf Cd�c�s
4Þ=ð8IbÞ is the scaled drag coefficient.

We solve Eqs 3–5 for the roll angle, ψ(t), subject to idealized kinematics ϕw(t), er(t) and el(t),
prescribed so that the minimal bat fully extends its wings at mid-downstroke and asymmetrically
retracts its right wing during the upstroke. We use a representative flapping amplitude of ±30°:

�wðtÞ ¼ 30�cosð2ptÞ ;
elðtÞ ¼ 1 ;

and erðtÞ ¼
1

2
ð1þ sinð2ptÞÞ :

ð6Þ

Using parameters matched to C. perspicillata: I� = 5 and C� = 1 (see Table 1), the simulated
flights result in a net change in roll angle of approximately 40° with each wingbeat (Fig 4). If
the aerodynamic forces are turned off (C� = 0, τe = 0), we see no change in the flight behavior,
confirming that the rolling motion results from the asymmetric internal torques the bat
applies as it flaps its heavy wings. When both wings are equally extended, the bat exerts a pos-
itive torque along its roll axis to flap its right wing and a negative torque to flap its left wing.
As the right wing is retracted while the left wing remains extended, less torque is required to
flap the right wing and the reaction torque on the body results in a net roll of the bat’s body.
Parametric variations using the minimal model indicate that this behavior is preserved as
long as the relative wing inertia remains significant. For example, a simulation using a sub-
stantially (2.5×) lower value of the wing inertia parameter, I� = 2, demonstrates that the

Table 1. Morphological and other constants used to simulate simplified dynamics using the minimal model.

Constant Description Bat Fruit Fly [6]

Ib Roll Moment of Inertia 20 g cm2 1 × 10−6 g cm2

Iw Extended Wing Moment of Inertia (taken about the wing root) 100 g cm2 2 × 10−8 g cm2

I* Ratio of Wing to Body Moment of Inertia 5 0.02

ρf Density of Air 1.2 × 10−3 g cm−3 1.2 × 10−3 g cm−3

Cd Drag Coefficient 2 2

�c Mean Chord Length 5 cm 0.1 cm

�s Mean Wingspan 11 cm 0.2 cm

C* Dimensionless Aerodynamic Constant 1.0 0.05

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002297.t001
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model animal retains the ability to execute roll maneuvers using inertial dynamics (Fig 4),
although a smaller roll angle is achieved and the relative importance of aerodynamic forces
increases.

However, the model predicts strikingly different turning behavior as the importance of wing
inertia declines. Unlike heavy-winged bats, insects have relatively far lighter wings, and fruit
flies have wings that are, relative to their body mass, nearly massless[6]. We repeat the simula-
tions of Eq 3, this time matching morphological parameters to those of a fruit fly: I� = 0.02 and
C� = 0.05 (Table 1) [6]. In addition, we perform the simulation without aerodynamics (C� = 0).
Unlike the bat case, the fly maneuver is executed completely due to aerodynamic forces with
no appreciable inertial contribution (Fig 4). The effectiveness of the rolling maneuver can be
modified by changing kinematic parameters. For example, increasing flapping amplitude leads
to a corresponding increase in the roll-per-wingbeat angle. Similarly, incomplete wing retrac-
tion during the upstroke reduces the roll angle achieved (see S4 Fig).

Different combinations of asymmetric wing motions can be used to generate other iner-
tially dominated reorientations. For example, to generate a net change in pitch angle, θ, the
bat can protract and retract its wings asymmetrically with respect to the upstroke and down-
stroke (Fig 5).

Fig 4. Minimal model of bat dynamics applied to body roll maneuver. Both wings are fully extended (er =
el = 1) at mid-dowstroke, while one wing is fully retracted (er = 0) at mid-upstroke. For morphological
parameters matched to those of C. perspicillata (I* = 5), simulations show that this asymmetric wing
extension induces body roll and that aerodynamic forces do not influence the motion significantly. The
response is insensitive to modest changes in the relative wing inertia (I* = 2), although when the
morphological parameters are matched to those of fruit flies (I* = 0.02,C* = 0.05), aerodynamic forces
dominate, while inertial forces have minimal effect on the body orientation. MATLAB code available in file
minimal_simulation.zip from the Dryad Digital Repository, http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.21qs5 [31].

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002297.g004
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Allowing for this protraction/retraction, a new Lagrangian can be defined:

L ¼ 1

2
Ip _y

2 þ 1

2
Ib _c

2 þ 1

3
Mw�s

2ð _�w � _ysinðyrÞÞ2þ
1

12
Mwð4�s2 þ �c2Þð _ycosðyrÞsinð�wÞ þ _yrcosð�wÞÞ2þ

1

12
Mw�c

2ð _ycosðyrÞcosð�wÞ � _yrsinð�wÞÞ2 � V :

ð7Þ

We again simulate a bat flapping with a ±30° wingbeat amplitude. During successive up-
and downstrokes we prescribe left-right symmetric protraction of 22.5°, employing the first
two terms of a Fourier-series expansion of a square wave function:

�wðtÞ ¼ 30�cosð2ptÞ ;

ylðtÞ ¼ yrðtÞ ¼ 22:5�
1

2
þ 2

p
sinð2ptÞ þ 1

3
sinð6ptÞ

� �� �
:

ð8Þ

This asymmetric wing motion results in a change in the body pitch angle of approximately
60° with each wingbeat (Fig 5). During the downstroke, the wings are swept forward and the
body pitches up gently in reaction to the wing motion. As the wings start the upstroke, they are
retracted to their neutral position, resulting in a more dramatic pitching response by the body.
Although the overall trends are preserved over a range of values of the wing inertia parameter,

Fig 5. Minimal model of inertial mechanism bats use to adjust body pitch along with schematic of
wing positions. The wings are protracted during the downstroke and retracted to the pitch-neutral position
during the upstroke. Three values of the relative wing inertial parameter, I* = 2,5,7, are shown. I* = 5
corresponds to the morphology of C. perspicillata. MATLAB code available in file minimal_simulation.zip from
the Dryad Digital Repository, http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.21qs5 [31].

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002297.g005
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I� (Fig 5), these dynamics are quite sensitive to the specifics of the sweep motion. Changing the
amplitude of either the sweep motion, θr,θl, or the main flapping motion, ϕw, can result in very
different pitching dynamics and prescribing purely sinusoidal sweep instead of the first and
third harmonic (Eq 8) leads to a less dramatic pitching motion. (see S5 Fig). Furthermore, the
introduction of aerodynamic forces (C� 6¼ 0) to the simulation also affects the minimal model
results. This indicates that both inertial and fluid forces can be marshaled successfully to exe-
cute these maneuvers but that the complete motion must also incorporate subtle control of
these two forces, likely mediated by the bats’ sophisticated sensory systems (e.g., [35,36]).

Fully Articulated Model Simulations
If wing inertia can induce reorientations in the minimal bat, what is the contribution of wing
inertia to the aerial rotations that we observe during flight trials? To answer this question, we
use the fully articulated model of the bat to simulate the change in body posture in response to
prescribed wing motions and in the absence of external (aerodynamic) forces.

We prescribe all 46 degrees of freedom of the two wings, as measured from the flight trials,
and use standard robotic simulation techniques [32] to compute the change in the body’s ori-
entation in response to these wing motions. We begin the simulation at the initiation of the
landing maneuver and continue the simulation to the end of the tracked flight sequence. Unlike
the minimal model simulations, these calculations do not represent cyclic wing motion, but
rather complete simulations of the experimentally observed motion. For the attempted landing
shown earlier (Fig 2) the simulation successfully recovers the complex aerial rotation and com-
pares very well with the measurements, supporting our hypothesis that aerodynamic forces
play little role in the maneuver and that, as a consequence, the motion is largely inertial (Fig 6).
This assertion is supported by the observation that the center of mass of the bat follows a ballis-
tic trajectory with its horizontal position moving at constant velocity and its vertical position in
free fall. We find that, as long as the simulation is initiated after the start of the landing maneu-
ver, the quality of the comparison is insensitive to the exact time of initiation. However, initiat-
ing the simulation prior to this point leads to increasing discrepancies between the simulation

Fig 6. Inertial changes due to wingmovement are sufficient to explain the complex reorientation of
the bat’s body. Beginning at t = 0.25 sec, we simulate the free motion of a virtual bat due to the inertial
effects of the measured wing motion. The simulated posture (dotted line) is compared with the measured
posture (solid line). Data available in file EulerAngles.txt from the Dryad Digital Repository, http://dx.doi.org/
10.5061/dryad.21qs5 [31].

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002297.g006
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and the measurements, presumably due to the importance of aerodynamic forces during this
portion of the maneuver.

We repeat this detailed analysis for ten additional flight sequences, in each case using the
measured wing kinematics as input to the simulation and solving the full dynamical equations
(Eq 1) for the body motion. The bat’s body orientation predicted by the inertial simulation
compares extremely well to measured body orientation (Fig 7) and strongly supports our
hypothesis that wing inertia plays a dominant role in reorienting bats during landing and
falling.

Conclusions
How do bats land? Since almost all species of bats roost upside down, head-under-heels, a bat
must perform a complex aerial rotation from a flying posture to a roosting posture. Similar
maneuvers are required if the bat misses its landing mark and has to right itself, as well as

Fig 7. Comparison between the simulated andmeasured Euler angles for 11 flight sequences. The
symbols denote the species (�: C. perspicillata; +: C. brachyotis); the colors identify each flight sequence. For
clarity, every fifth data point during each flight sequence is plotted. For all flights, after subtracting the angle at
t = 0 so as to remove bias, the correlations between the measured and predicted roll, pitch, and yaw angles is
R2 = 0.687, 0.935, and 0.721, respectively. Data available in file EulerAngles.txt from the Dryad Digital
Repository, http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.21qs5 [31].

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002297.g007
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during takeoff, when the bat drops from its roosting position and transitions to a flying pos-
ture. Using aerodynamic forces to achieve such body rotations is challenging; landing and take-
off necessarily take place at low flight speed, when the dynamic pressure is low. Hence,
generating significant aerodynamic torques requires large wing extension (to attain sufficient
wing area) and large amplitude wing motion, both of which are antagonistic to the confined
space available in close proximity to the landing site.

Although bats surely employ some aerodynamic forces, even at low speeds, we show here
that the bats in our investigation make extensive use of inertial forces, generated by folding and
moving their relatively heavy wings, to reorient themselves during landing and falling. Since
virtually all bats face the challenge of achieving major changes in body orientation during land-
ing maneuvers [29], and they all share relatively massive articulated handwings [30], we sug-
gest that such inertial maneuvering may be common among bats. The widespread use of these
dynamics among many lineages [20–22] further suggests that the capacity to effectively manip-
ulate limb and body segments for dynamic locomotor control may have evolved early in verte-
brate history, or it may have evolved independently multiple times. Indeed, this ability may be
of particular importance during leaping, gliding, and directed aerial descent (i.e., [37]), and
fuller appreciation of inertial dynamics as a means of flight control may provide insight into
potential evolutionary pathways to powered flapping flight. With this study, we illustrate the
critical importance of this mechanism to extant bats. Here we present kinematic and morpho-
logical data from only two species, but we propose that the effect is likely quite general, given
the similarities in the anatomical structure and the distribution of mass among diverse bat spe-
cies [38,39]. This work opens the possibility that additional insight into the evolution of flap-
ping and gliding flight could be gained by better understanding of inertial dynamics in
mammalian gliders, whose complex takeoff and landing patterns may well employ a similar
combination of aerodynamic and inertial effects [40].

The ability of our full inertial simulations to closely track measured body orientation dem-
onstrates the dominance of inertial forces during these maneuvers. However, it is our minimal
model that provides the greatest explanatory power. By abstracting the kinematics employed
during pitch and roll maneuvers and by playing them through our idealized dynamical model,
we are able both to elucidate how these motions are achieved and to assess the relative role of
wing inertia and aerodynamics forces. Nevertheless, the model has specific limits. Although its
ability to mimic inertial maneuvers at low speed, when aerodynamic forces can be neglected, is
persuasive, it remains illustrative and does not predict dynamics with highly resolved detail. In
particular, for the current analysis, translation and yaw motion were suppressed. This has the
advantage that it decouples the pitch and roll motions but is nevertheless somewhat restrictive,
and a more extensive, less constrained model would be interesting to explore. More impor-
tantly, the model’s representation of aerodynamic forces is currently crude; the sensitivity of
the minimal model simulations to the value of C� exposes the limitations of this simple aerody-
namic model, which does not incorporate spanwise variations, the local angle of attack, wing
camber, etc. Nevertheless, the key result is robust: heavy-winged bats are capable of executing
significant maneuvers at low speeds.

The ability to execute reorientation by inertial repositioning of wings also has implications
for control of slow flight. Inertial reorientation confers additional control parameters to flyers
with sufficiently heavy wings. Our results suggest that human-engineered flappers may benefit
from employing an inertial control strategy [22]. Lastly, although heavy wings might be seen as
a disadvantage for flight, due to the high inertial cost of flapping and the resistance that massive
appendages present to rapid accelerations, these results suggest that, counterintuitively, heavy
wings may be an asset instead of a liability for highly maneuverable flight at low speed.
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Supporting Information
S1 Fig. The location of tracked markers, joints and degrees of freedom of the articulated
bat model used for motion tracking and for the full dynamic simulation. Tracked markers
are shown in blue. Each of the modeled joints is labeled on the left side of the figure. The head
and trunk of the bat is modeled as a rigid body, and each wing is modeled as 13 rigid bones.
Segments are modeled as connected using either ball-and-socket joints with three degrees of
freedom, or as uniaxial hinge joints with a single degree of freedom, as indicated on the right
side of the figure. The thumb and second finger are not modeled. The carpometacarpal joints
are modeled as ball-and-socket joints, one for each of the fingers (3, 4, and 5). Each of the two
most distal phalanges of fingers 3, 4, and 5 are modeled as a single bone.
(TIF)

S2 Fig. Full 52-degree-of-freedom kinematics of bat during the failed landing and recovery
maneuver. The sequence is shown in Figs 2 and 3 and the joints are as labeled in S1 Fig. Angles
are shown in degrees. Kinematic parameters for the right wing are shown in red and the left
wing in blue. For multi-axis joints, each degree of freedom is labeled with its corresponding
Euler angle. Error bars, estimated by the tracking software, are indicated by the width of the
lines.
(TIF)

S3 Fig. Locations of the contributions to the mass distribution from the wing and body of a
bat. The body was dissected into head and trunk; each wing was divided into 14 bones
(B1-B14) and 18 membrane segments (M1–M18), each which were then individually weighed
(see S1 and S2 Tables).
(TIF)

S4 Fig. Sensitivity of rolling dynamics to parameter variations. The minimal model is used
to simulate changes in roll angle,C, due to asymmetric wing extension. Unless otherwise
stated, the kinematic parameter are as defined by Eq 6. A: The flapping amplitude, ϕw is varied
from ±20 to ±50 degrees. B: The degree to which the right wing folds during the upstroke is
varied from 25% to 100%.
(TIF)

S5 Fig. Sensitivity of pitching dynamics to parameter variations. The minimal model is used
to simulate changes in pitch angle, θ, due to wing protraction during the upstroke. Unless other-
wise stated, the kinematic parameter are as defined by Eq 8. A: The flapping amplitude, ϕw is var-
ied from ±20 to ±50 degrees. B: The amplitude of the sweep (wing protraction) is varied from 10
to 40 degrees; C: The aerodynamic parameter, C� is varied from 0 to 1; D: The protraction wave-
form is varied smoothly from pure sinusoidal to the case discussed in Eq 8. This is achieved by

re-defining the wing protraction as ylðtÞ ¼ yrðtÞ ¼ 22:5� 1
2
þ 2

p sinð2ptÞ þ A3

3
sinð6ptÞ� �� �

and

by varying A3 between 0 and 1.
(TIF)

S1 Table. Masses and dimensions of the head, trunk, and wings of bats. Values for wings are
mean of left and right, which were within 0.1 g. For C. brachyotis the head and trunk were not
individually weighed. Dimensions are given as length (longitudinal) × width × thickness.
(XLS)

S2 Table. Mass distribution of the wing as a percentage of the total body mass for C. bra-
chyotis and C. perspicillata. Segments labeled in S3 Fig.
(XLS)
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S1 Video. Still image from supplementary video. The video shows Carollia perspicillata
attempting a landing and, on failing to grasp the ceiling, recovering from the fall. The left half
of the frame shows the raw video while the right half shows the digital representation of the
motion, reconstructed from the digitized kinematics.
(MP4)
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